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College Funding
Investing in Your Children’s Future

Welcome to our college funding seminar: investing in your children’s future. We’re
glad that you could join us here today.

PREVIEW

Before we get started, I’d like to introduce myself and my company.

[Note to presenter: Give a brief personal background, then talk about your
organization and give its location. If appropriate, introduce other members of your
organization who are in the room and discuss any housekeeping issues.]
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Three Steps to College Funding
1. Estimate the Cost
2. Establish a College Fund
3. Evaluate Other Funding Sources

Now let’s get started.
During this presentation, we’re going to focus on three steps for funding your child’s
college education.

PREVIEW

We’ll start by estimating the cost. If you have a goal to work toward, you can be
more successful in reaching it.
Next, we’ll review various college savings options that you can use when
establishing a college fund.

Then we’ll evaluate additional funding sources — some of which you may already
be aware, as well as others you might not have considered.
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The Importance of Acting Now
52% of families with a child in college
reported that they created a plan to pay for
college before their child enrolled.

Source: How America Pays for College 2020, Sallie Mae

If I can impress upon you one thing during this presentation, it is the importance of
acting now.

PREVIEW

Just over half of parents with a child in college reported that they created a plan to
pay for college before their child enrolled.
Parents who are preparing for future college costs are much more likely to feel
confident that they will be able to meet the costs compared with parents who are
not saving or preparing.
Source: How America Pays for College 2020, Sallie Mae
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Current Cost of a College Education
Public college

$22,180
x 4 yrs
$88,720

Private college

$50,770
x 4 yrs
$203,080

Annual costs here include tuition, fees, room, & board.
Not included are books, supplies, personal expenses, and transportation.
Source: Trends in College Pricing and Student Aid 2020, College Board

Here’s why preparing now for your child’s college education is so important. Many
parents don’t realize that the average total cost for four years at an in-state public
college is currently approaching $90,000. That’s right — $90,000!1

PREVIEW

For the 2020‒2021 academic year, the average cost at a four-year public college is
$22,180. This number is for state residents; the cost for out-of-state students is
significantly higher.
Private schools are even more expensive. The average annual cost at a four-year
private college in 2020‒2021 is $50,770, bringing the total four-year cost to over
$200,000. Many private colleges cost considerably more. These figures include
tuition, fees, room, and board; they don’t include books, personal expenses,
transportation, and any other indirect costs.
And unfortunately, the four-year costs shown here will likely be even higher in the
future because they don’t reflect college inflation.
[Note to presenter: You should know the current costs of the major colleges and
universities in your area and state and be able to compare them to these numbers
when appropriate.]
Source: Trends in College Pricing and Student Aid 2020, College Board
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Future Annual Cost of College
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Public
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Future costs assume a 5% annual college inflation rate.
Source: Trends in College Pricing and Student Aid 2020, College Board

Many people don’t realize the impact that college inflation can have on overall
costs. Over the past 10 years, the rate of college inflation has generally been
double the rate of general inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index.

PREVIEW

If college inflation grows by a rate of 5 percent each year, in five years the average
annual cost of a public college could reach $28,308, and the average annual cost of
a private college could reach $64,797.
Looking 15 years out and using the same assumptions, the average annual cost for
a public college could be $46,111; for a private college, it could be $105,547!
Source: Trends in College Pricing and Student Aid 2020, College Board
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Factor in Your Timeline
Consider your timeline and cumulative costs
so you have sufficient funds to contribute
toward each child’s college needs.

As you estimate future costs, you’ll need to consider your timeline. How many years
remain before you will need money for your oldest child’s first year of college? If
you have more than one child, will you have two or more children in college at the
same time?

PREVIEW

Determine your timeline and cumulative costs so you can establish a college
funding goal for each child.
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Calculating the Cost

Page 6

Page 4

The College Cost Worksheet on page 4 can be used to estimate the future cost of
sending your child or children to college for four years and to help you calculate how
much you need to save each year.

PREVIEW

[Note to presenter: Pause to give participants sufficient time to locate the workbook
exercise, then walk through the hypothetical example with attendees.]
Let’s go through a hypothetical example to see how the worksheet works. We’ll
assume that a couple’s child, Leah, is 8 years old and will start college in 10 years.
The current annual cost of the college the parents would like Leah to attend is
$25,000. To determine the potential future cost, look at the table below on the left
side. The estimated future cost factor for an eight-year-old is 7.021. (The future cost
factor is based on a 5 percent inflation rate.) Multiplying the current annual cost for
the college Leah might attend ($25,000) by the estimated future cost factor (7.021)
results in an estimated future cost of $175,525 for four years of college.
We enter the $175,525 estimated college cost in the first space below and look up
the savings factor for an eight-year-old in the Savings Factor table. (The savings
factor is based on a hypothetical 5 percent annual return.) Multiplying the 0.080
savings factor for an eight-year-old by the family’s estimated future college cost
($175,525) equals $14,042, which is the amount the couple must save annually until
Leah enters college.
This hypothetical example is used for illustrative purposes only. Actual college
costs, inflation rates, and investment performance will vary.
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What Is Your Savings Goal?

100%
of costs

Page 5

50%
of costs

50%
Other
sources

Page 5

So now that you have an understanding of the costs you might be facing, what is
your savings goal?

PREVIEW

Are you hoping to fund 100 percent of your child’s college education? Or do you
expect to pay a percentage of the costs?

On page 5 in your workbook, you can write down your college savings contribution
goal. Place a check mark next to your target: 25 percent, 50 percent, 75 percent,
100 percent (or other).
Not all parents expect to pay — or can afford to pay — the entire amount of their
child’s college costs. Think of your college savings as a down payment on the total
cost, similar to a down payment on a home. A good benchmark is to aim to save at
least 50 percent of your child’s projected college costs. Then at college time, you
can supplement this savings with other funding sources.
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How Will You Pay for College?
Page 5

Gifts from
relatives

60% cost‐cutting
Creative
Other
measures
sources
Income during
Financial aid
college years

Borrowing
Your college savings

Think of your college savings as just one piece of the college financing puzzle.
In addition to your savings, some of your child’s college costs are likely to be
covered by:
•
•
•
•

PREVIEW
Your income during the college years, plus any income your child might earn
from a part-time job
Financial aid

Borrowing during the college years

Creative cost-cutting measures, such as having your child attend a community
college for two years before transferring to a four-year college, or encouraging
your child to choose an accelerated program where he or she can graduate in
three years instead of four

And perhaps, if you’re lucky:
•

Generous gifts from grandparents or other relatives

Even though these potential resources are off in the future, knowing about them
now might help you feel better as you build your college fund.
The important takeaway here is that your college savings are the cornerstone of
any successful college financing plan.
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